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Kama Sutra For Beginners, Discover The Best Essential Kama Sutra Love Making Techniques. 3rd

EDITION Do you want to bring an amplified sense of passion into the bedroom ? Do you want to

know how you and your loved one can find immense pleasure by exploring one anotherâ€™s

desires ? This e-book is essential for all couples, and will provide both men and women with the

knowledge needed to foster a loving intimate relationship at any point in their lives. In this book,

youâ€™ll learn:  Techniques designed to stimulate and satisfy your lover The benefits of Kamasutra,

like how it can make you age better and live longer How to employ kissing techniques during your

lovemaking sessions  How you can kiss the body in order to get your partner even more aroused 

About how to encourage communication into your love making  How to experiment with different

approaches, and bringing incredible passion into your relationship  A variety of sexual positions 

And much, much more.. So if you want to have a loving intimate relationship, then read further! Buy

your copy today!
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My favorite part of this book was the emphasis on touching. I think in our busy and hectic lives we

forget how meaningful and important that factor is in a relationship. Simple and loving touching can

do wonders to boost self-esteem and endorphins. The book also covers positions (beginner and

advanced). Great book!

amazing book at describing the philosophy behind the practice and tips that extend past just the

sexual part of Kama Sutra. Only complaint is the positions didn't come with pictures and the way



they describe the positions are difficult to comprehend

I'd recommend this book to anyone. It definitely won't disappoint. Me and hubby actually read it out

loud to each other and then chose the different positions we wanted to try. Some were

uncomfortable and others really didn't do the trick. But a lot were great. Point is to experiment spend

some time in the bedroom (or wherever you like sexy time) together and get to know you and your

lovers body better.

Sex is crucial in both husband's and wife's lives. Thing is, once you think you are better off without

having sex, that's where the problems in family begins. We were constantly arguing about nothing

and our kids couldn't understand us at all. I saw this book by an accident and instantly bought it. I

read it and remembered how much I used to enjoy sex with my wife. I surprised her with a massage

and tried one of many techniques on her and she just loved it! We're getting sexually active again

Truly the best guide around! I was completely new to the whole kama sutra, but reading this has

improved my sex life a lot. It was a very intriguing and thought-provoking read and I am very much

impressed by the lesson taught by this book. This book will teach you everything of all sex related

things that you want to know. If you are passing by this book, I recommend buying it!

Reading this book is really a hot experience! I am happy I found and got a copy of this book, and so

is my partner! I bought this book at the recommendation of my closest buddy at work and he said it

can make my normal life extraordinary. This is a terrific book because the author has taken a more

modest approach. They are written like any other instruction manual, and if you can follow the

instructions, it will work. This book met all of my expectations. Too many of us have no idea what

our bodies can do. I would proudly suggest you read it and see for yourself! Get ready for the

improvements both of you will experience!

This book is really great - it is classy. The book covers setting the mood, trust, romance, and so

much more. This is a very detailed book with easy to follow instructions and illustrated guides. Gives

a background to each position and a difficulty level.Other books were hard to understand this on e is

great. It takes you from setting the mood through foreplay and after. I love it! great book!

This is a well-written guide that delves into the essentials of the Kama Sutra and how to apply it in



your own life to benefit not only your sex life, but your life in general; it leaves out all of the esoteric

elements and focuses on modern-day applications. There are also a huge quantity of sex positions

to try, many of which I would never have even thought to attempt previously (some may be a bit too

advanced for me and my tastes). The only thing I think could improve the book is if there were

simple illustrations to go along with the descriptions of the positions, even thought the descriptions

are more than adequate to get the point across.
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